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The Colonel Speaks

Well here it is November 1, and we have had a very busy
year. The spring scooter ride, The “Cooperfest” and
Gassville, Arlington Antiques in the Park, The Barber
Motorsports Festival, and the St Jude Children’s Hospital
Charity Bike Show at the Mississippi Hog Rally hosted by
Lisa Wade and Southern Thunder Harley Davidson.
As you know, the club voted to have St. Jude Children’s
Colonel Bob
Hospital as the charity of choice for 2011. The club donation of $500.00 along with the donations of individual club members and the money
raised at the Charity Bike Show and a $300.00 donation by Southern Thunder we raised a
grand total of $4215.00 for the Kids at St Jude.
That being said, it takes a whole lot of work to make these events run smoothly and without the help of ALL of you who contributed your time and effort into the success of all our
events this year I say Thank You, Thank You, Thank You!!!!! David Lloyd and Les Cooper
for they’re GREAT job on the St Jude Bike Show. What a big success, and a wonderful contribution for the Children who benefit from the fantastic work being done at St Jude. All of
you who helped to make the Barber Festival the BEST so far, Thank you as well. David
Lloyd for a GREAT Race of the Century. Coop for the Grounds Management, Troy and Dennis for their Culinary Expertise (cooking) of the best burgers on the field, And everyone who
helped with the Bike raffle and Show, Thank You Thank You Thank You!!!!
I want to congratulate the incoming offices of the club for the 2012 year, who by the way
are the same officers who have served for the last 5 years. We must be doing something
good AND like what we are doing. Thank you for your confidence and most of your support
for the club and events.
If anyone has any thoughts, ideas, suggestions, or recommendations, My door is always
OPEN.
Till next time, Ride safe
Colonel Bob

Bob Kenney

Letter from the Editor—David Lloyd
Confederate Chapter Antique Motorcycle Club,
We find our selves at the end of another year.
2011 has been a very busy year for the club. It
has been a great year in regards to events, however very sad in the passing of Bob Ward in early
2011. Highlighting our events: Spring Scooter
ride, Ride to Work Day, Gassville in the Park, Hot
Springs Bike Show, Davenport, IA. Swap Meet, 1st
Annual Bob Ward Memorial Ride, Barber Vintage
Weekend - 2011, and St Jude bike Show. Those
events, and maybe some that I forgot to list had
the Confederate Chapter in-gear for the year
2011. And that doesn’t even speak of all the
other events many of you were involved with outside the club.
If my math serves me correct, 2011 only provided you with 3 quarterly Newsletters, Again!!
I will not start explaining the same old story I have given you for the last 3 years. It requires
hours of preparation and hours of work to provide this service to the club.
Anyone who has done this task knows what is required. It wasn’t until I looked back and
realized my first newsletter for the club, as the Editor, was spring of 2009. That was 3
years ago.
It is unfortunate, but I must resign as the Confederate Chapter Newsletter Editor / Webmaster as of 2011. I will commit to publishing the Spring 2012 edition, so that I don’t
leave the club stranded with a surprise and no one to cover. If you are interested in taking
over this role, contact Bob Kenney and we will begin steps of transferring this
responsibility.
My hopes will be that someone will pick up the torch and continue serving the club in this
very exciting and challenging job. As I look back at the small window of opportunity given
to serve the club, it has been great fun.
My challenge to you is this: Anyone can say, “I just don’t have the time to do it,” I could
have said that same statement 3 years ago when Tina stepped down as Editor. Try serving
a few years in the role of helping the club and then if you decide you don’t have time, that
would be more understanding than just claiming you don’t without trying.

HARLEYS IN KHAKI
South Africa’s Harley-Davidsons in the
Second World War
During the Second World War, the motorcycle played its part in many fields and theatres of war, where it was
used for reconnaissance work, to carry messages, to marshal convoys, to transport officers, to police, and to
accompany mobile fighting units. In addition, there was an idea of using motorcycles in the role of mounted
riflemen, although it was subsequently shown by the campaign in East Africa that the armoured car was sufficiently versatile to manage without this kind of support. For military purposes, a motorcycle that could withstand the hardships of war as well as abuse by soldiers was required. Harley-Davidsons filled this niche. During the Second World War, the Harley-Davidson Factory supplied no less than 88 000 motorcycles (mainly
750 cc [5/7] WLA’s) for the major battlefields, to be used by the United States and Allied forces, with enough
spare parts to build another 30 000 machines! The larger 1200 cc (10/12) motorcycles for army use were
manufactured exclusively for the Union Defence Forces by the Harley-Davidson Factory. All the other Allied
forces used the 750 cc (5/7) machines. The Harley-Davidsons, in addition to scouting and courier work, were
also assigned to various regiments to control tank movements during the campaigns in Africa. Despite suffering appalling abuse and at times minimal servicing, these machines nevertheless soon earned a reputation for
their ruggedness and dependability.
After the outbreak of the Second World War against Germany in September 1939, two South African motorcycle
companies, Nos 1 and 2, were formed by the then recognised and previously named ‘Armoured Vehicle Battalion’
of the Union Defence Forces. Simultaneously, the Defence Force purchased motorcycles (mainly BSA’s) from
existing dealers in the Union. These were augmented by
the acquisition of other machines of various makes commandeered and bought from civilian owners. By June
1940, when Italy declared war against the Allies, a third
motorcycle company, No 3, had been formed and 93 motorcycles and 30 motorcycle combinations were by then
mobilized for each company.
Two months later the Union Defence Forces placed a massive order for 156 drab olive-green 1200 cc HarleyDavidsons with side-cars and 2 350 750 cc solo machines,
to be delivered by the factory in Milwaukee, USA. This
was followed in April 1941 by another huge order of one thousand 1200 cc Harleys with side-cars and another
thousand 750 cc solo machines - making this a formidable total of over 4 500 Harley-Davidsons purchased by
South Africa to help fight the war, a very sizeable order by any standards. Apart from the 1 156 1200 cc
Harleys with side-cars supplied to the Union Defence Forces, only another 200 were ever built during the Second World War (and these were supplied to the US Navy Shore Patrol). Another unique feature of those purchased by South Africa was that they were built with side-cars fitted on the left-hand side.
A well-worn Harley-Davidson with sidecar, used
in the North African campaign 1941-2.

Training of enlisted riders for No 2 Motorcycle Company was done at Voortrekkerhoogte and subsequently at
Zonderwater, and at Voortrekkerhoogte for No 1 Company. One of the instructors was no less a personality
than the well-known Springbok motorcyclist and holder of the South African speed record on two wheels, Vic
Proctor. (He later established a world speed record of 280.9 km/h at Kaalpan near Hopetown in 1949. Unfortunately, this record was never acknowledged.)
Although pride of place undoubtedly goes to the potential of the armoured cars in war, the role played by the
motorcycles must not be underestimated: they helped towards winning many a victory. They were ridden in
campaigns in the arid wastes of Kenya, at times in torrential rain, in mud and slush, in scrub and bush, in the
mountains of Abyssinia, in the rough terrain of Madagascar, in the energy-sapping intense heat of up to 44°C,
and in the hot Khamsin wind and the dust of North Africa, where they served with the South African Tank
Corps in the Western Desert in 1941 and 1942. In short, these motorcycles experienced some of the worst
imaginable roads and conditions; this world-famous motor-cycle brand made its presence felt in all the African
theatres of war. Tough and durable and virtually trouble-free (in spite of receiving minimum maintenance at
times) the reputation of the Harley-Davidson for reliability and performance became legendary. Were one to
ask any veteran soldier who was there - the intrepid men who rode them, often under appalling conditions they would probably have far more to say in praise of them.
Makes such as the British BSA’s, Triumphs,
Royal Enfields, Matchlesses, Ariels and Nortons were also used by
the South African and
other Allied forces, but
it was the HarleyDavidsons which left
their ‘indelible tracks’
wherever they were ridden, a tribute to their
superb endurance in
shocking conditions of
so-called ‘roads’ and
tracks, often with tyreA 1200cc Harley-Davidson 'on active service' in the Western desert near
damaging sharp stones,
El Alamein, October 1941
thorns and scrub. They
made their tracks through sand and mud, in wind, rain and sandstorms. Their durability is evidenced by the
fact that many of these machines remain in running order even today, well over fifty years later (surely an alltime record), while the other makes used have long since disappeared, many lying buried in the sands of North
Africa.

The 750 cc (5/7) solo Harleys used by the Union Defence Forces were ‘civilian models’ (WLs), ordered before
the United States entered the war after the attack on Pearl Harbour early in December 1941, The ‘war-time’
models later supplied to the US Army for use in other theatres of war, were supposedly manufactured as heavy
-duty versions and had additional advantages - wide clearance underguards, heavy-pressed steel plates bolted
under the frame for engine sump protection, a lower compression engine with larger cooling fins and an oil
bath air cleaner. They also had a windscreen, a rifle scabbard parallel to the right front fork leg, ammunition
boxes and a heavy luggage rack, which was meant for carrying a radio, but was never used as such. Instead, it
was used for carrying other items, from food to ammunition. These Harleys were obviously more suited for the
military and for rough going and gave exceptionally dependable service in Europe and the Far East, Unfortunately the civilian 750 cc’s (5/7’s) which were supplied to South Africa and formed the major part of the
army’s fleet, did not have the benefits of the later 750 cc military models. Suggestions for modifications were
nevertheless instituted by the Union Defence Department for later models supplied to the SA Army in 1941.
Items such as a bracket for a two gallon (10 litre) petrol tin, provision to carry a spare battery and an improved,
widened rear stand (fitted with additional plates to prevent the bike from sinking into soft ground when
parked) were listed. Also requested by the corps commander at the time, Lt Col A Kenyon, were body belts,
wriststraps and jockstraps for the riders - all on account of the adverse terrain to be traversed, not to mention
the limited suspension of the machines of those years.
Let us now look at the role played by our motorcycles in the various theatres of war on the African continent
during the Second World War. The frontier between northern Kenya and Italian East Africa was their first
wartime destination, as this was where the initial exchanges of war in East Africa occurred. After undergoing
extensive training in South Africa, Nos 1 and 2 Motorcycle Companies sailed from Durban to Mombasa in
September 1940. Campaign headquarters were established at Gilgi1, north-west of Nairobi and, in early 1941,
the action moved on to Moyale, Nanyuki and the Chalbi Desert in northern Kenya before crossing the border
into southern Abyssinia (now Ethiopia). Addis Ababa, the capital, was captured in April 1941 and Italian East
Africa surrendered the following month.

It is recorded that the Harleys’ contribution to the campaign in East Africa, together with that of the armoured
cars, was considerable. However, serious problems were experienced in bush areas and on some of the atrocious roads and tracks where motorcycles and men suffered under gruelling conditions, as the type of country
was most unsuited to the use of both solo and combination motorcycles. As a result of this, no subsequent motorcycle units were formed after 1941.
Battling on into Abyssinia, where they had to contend with intermittent shelling for days, the motorcyclists
rose to the action with distinction in spite of the extremely difficult geographical conditions with which they
had to contend: torrential rains, skidding through mud and sometimes becoming bogged down to such an extent that some could not pull their machines out, while others had to resort to walking with their motorcycles
between their legs with engines revving and exhaust pipes and silencers burning their legs. At times, machines
fell on top of the riders in their effort to ‘battle on’. Others struggled without avail to extricate their motorcycles from the deep mud and had to walk back to camp on foot. They would return in the days that followed to
try to salvage their bogged-down machines - not always with success.

In a mere three months, Nos 1 and 2 South African Motorcycle Companies had ridden in the region of 1 700
km through Kenya and onwards through to southern Abyssinia and back in heat and rain, and over indescribably bad roads and tracks, In March 1941, part of No 1 Motorcycle Company was despatched by road to Mogadishu and thence to Addis Ababa for police duties. They arrived there after a long and gruelling journey towards the end of April 1941 and were stationed in Addis Ababa to maintain law and order and to patrol the
streets in that town, duties which they performed admirably until August 1941, when the newly formed Civil
Police took control. On leaving Addis Ababa, some of the company’s motorcycles were handed over to the
Civil Police by the South African authorities for the town’s police patrols.
The island of Madagascar in the Indian Ocean was considered of possible importance to the Allies as a strategic wartime base for supplies to and from the Middle East. For this reason, as well as the threat posed by the
activities of the Japanese in the area and the fact that the island’s government at the time was pro-Vichy, British and South African forces invaded the island in May 1942. The British captured Diego Suarez in the north
in June 1942 and, in September, mounted an invasion of the whole island. The South African government cooperated by providing infantrymen, armoured cars and motorcycles which were shipped to Diego Suarez.

A demonstration of 750cc (5/7) Army Harley-Davidsons during the campaign in Madagascar, June 1942.
In the fighting on Madagascar, the South African armoured cars and accompanying motorcycles were often in
the lead and battled against the enemy on mountainous forested terrain, at times in heavy rains and again on
atrocious roads. There were road blocks, machine guns, snipers and blown bridges to contend with, compounded by outbreaks of malaria which infected half the soldiers. Nevertheless, the Vichy French were deftly
defeated within two months of campaigning. The Allies captured Majunga, Tamavane, the capital Tananarive
and continued on to the south of the island where an armistice was reached. The proud South African contingent returned home to Durban early in December 1942, their mission accomplished.

When the East African campaign ended, part of No 1 Motorcycle Company left with No 2 Motorcycle Company for the Middle East in September 1941, where they were seconded to the South African Armoured Cars
for participation in the operations against the German General Rommel in Egypt and Libya in the Western Desert of North Africa. No 1 Motorcycle Company, as part of the 1st South African Brigade, was shipped to Alexandria in Egypt via the Eritrean port of Massawa. From there, they were assembled further westwards in
Mersa Matruh. Once there, the soldiers were instructed in desert navigation and wireless (W/T) procedures.
These men served admirably in operations later in the year, when Rommel’s army started advancing towards
Egypt. Air attacks and shelling by enemy tanks, along with the country’s searing heat, shortage of water and
minimal food was their lot, but the motorcyclists emerged with great credit from their operations, many subsequently being decorated. In the battle of Sidi Rezegh in November 1941, motorcycles played a supportive role.
Despatch riders volunteered and assisted with casualties and time and again rode their motorcycles under a hail
of lead and shrapnel returning with wounded men on their carriers to First Aid stations in the field. The motorcyclists also helped to thwart Rommel’s plan for the conquest of Libya and Egypt when, serving with the 1st
South African Division, they assisted in turning the tide in favour of the Allies in North Africa at El Alamein
in October/November 1942. By this time, the motorcycle companies had been subdivided for detached duties
in various units in North Africa, making specific information on Harley-Davidsons in this theatre of war from
then on very difficult to trace.
Although very scant information on the use of Harley-Davidsons in Egypt and Libya is available (or was ever
formally recorded), an interview with Signaller A Ross living in Cape Town, evinced some worthwhile information. Serving with the 5th Brigade Signal Company, he rode Harleys (5/7’s) in both Egypt and Libya, at
various times at El Alamein, Mersa Matruh, Sollum, Sidi Barrani, Sidi Rezegh, Tobruk and as far west as
Gazala, usually soaring over bumpy clumps of camel-thorn and rocks which were strewn over most of the desert ground in these areas.

Signaller A. Ross at El Alamein, Egypt.

Ross mentioned that at times problems were experienced when the very fine desert sand entered the machine’s
cylinders via the rudimentary wire gauze air cleaners (the oil-bath air cleaners of the later models issued to the
US troops obviated this problem; these later machines also had a high mounted oil breather to prevent the inhalation of water into the crankcase).
Notwithstanding this problem, Ross maintains that he sometimes reached a speed of 110 km/h on a tarred
stretch of road between Alexandria and El Alamein! Owing to their limited ground clearance, exhaust pipes
were invariably dented and at times they were even pulled away from the exhaust ports, resulting in flames
shooting out from the cylinder openings.
In spite of minimal maintenance, the Harleys nevertheless withstood sustained abuse well in comparison to
Italian Gileras and Moto-Guzzis, German BMW’s (which had insufficient power and were too highly geared)
and the British Nortons, BSA’s, AM’s and Matchlesses (which were unreliable and often gave chain and
sprocket trouble). One might well ask about the chains and sprockets on the Harleys. These held up well because they were left dry (without oil or grease) when riding in sand and they were made of rougher steel. Tyre
pressures were at times halved in order to negotiate very sandy terrain and the Harley’s large section tyres (500
x 16), together with their substantial torque, enabled them to be of use in the North African desert.
Lance Corporal E Furmage, another despatch rider traced in Cape Town, saw service out of Alexandria Cairo
and Amariya, and also spoke of the apparent indestructability of the Harleys which he rode for the duration of
the var. When the three South African motorcycle companies were disbanded in 1941, the Harleys were transferred to various units for duty in North Africa. The Harley proved to be the one motorcycle that contributed
towards winning the Second World War and was also the motorcycle that was most suitable for riding in the
desert terrain.

Signaller A Furmage sets off on his Harley near Alexandria, Egypt, September
1941.

With the subsequent advent of the American
four wheel drive jeep
and their light ‘Dodge’
army trucks from 1942
onwards, the Harley
seemed to fall out of favour with the military.
Yet, subsequently the
Harley Factory received
the coveted Army-Navy
‘E’ award on two occasions, as a symbol of
gratitude from the
American government
for their excellence in
wartime production.

It has been said that the Harley-Davidson is the motorcycle that helped to win the war, a somewhat boastful
statement, yet one not altogether untrue. They undoubtedly earned the admiration of all formations with whom
they served. These heavy V twins, with their foot clutch, hand gear-change and low centre of gravity, were admirably suited to their task. They could stand up to kilometre after kilometre of continued hard riding in the
worst of environments, even though they were at times unwittingly neglected and abused. They had tremendous low-down torque and were manufactured of the best durable materials available at the time, thereby ensuring very low wear rates. Ruggedness and reliability was very much the forte of these work horses.
As already mentioned, a grand total of 88 000 Harleys were supplied to the Allied armed forces during the
Second World War. However, the ‘Harleys in Khaki’ originally purchased by South Africa in 1940 and 1941
and the men who rode them from the Union of South Africa to the frontiers of Kenya, through the shrub and
mountains of Abyssinia, in Madagascar, and in the Western Desert of Egypt and Libya stand out proudly as a
part of this country’s contribution to (and sacrifices in) the Second World War. Is it a coincidence that the Allies’ wartime slogan of ‘V for Victory’ could also be applied to the ‘V’ twin motors of the Harley-Davidsons?
Undoubtedly, although their valuable wartime service deserves to be inscribed in South African military annals, together with that certain breed of soldier who rode these iron horses in those far away years.

AMCA Nationals
February 25-26
Omaha Chapter
Fremont, NE
(402) 660-5151
www.omahachapteramca.org
February 27-March 2
Everglades Chapter Road Run
Palatka, FL
(239) 851-7492
evergladeschapter.tripod.com
March 4-6
Sunshine Chapter
Eustis, FL
(386) 322-7984
www.sunshinechapteramca.org
April 29-May 1
Perkiomen Chapter
Oley, PA
(610) 948-4553
oleyfleamarket@comcast.net
May 13-15
Southern National
Denton, NC
(417) 838-4777
www.amcasouthernnationalmeet.com
May 27-28
European Chapter
Den Haag, The Netherlands
www.amca-europe.eu
June 10-12
Rhinebeck Coalition
Rhinebeck, NY
(518) 622-8519
www.rhinebecknationalmeet.com
June 10-12
Viking Chapter
St. Paul, MN
(952) 941-4997
www.vikingmc.org

June 15-18
Omaha Chapter Road Run
Mullen, NE
(402) 660-5151
www.omahachapteramca.org
June 17-18
Fort Sutter Chapter
Dixon, CA
(209) 748-5126
www.amcafortsutter.org
July 15-17
Wauseon National
Wauseon, OH
(419) 929-0291
www.wauseonnationalmeet.org
July 19-22
Bluegrass Chapter Road Run
Richmond, KY
(859) 432-0018
brian_groff@msn.com
September 1-4
Chief Blackhawk Chapter National
Davenport, IA
(563) 323-8643
www.chiefblackhawk.org
September 5-8
Chief Blackhawk Chapter Road Run
Galena, IL
(563) 323-8643
www.chiefblackhawk.org
September 25-28
Yerba Buena Chapter Road Run
Napa Valley, CA
(415) 469-8359
loride17@aol.com
September 30-October 1
Chesapeake Chapter National Meet
Jefferson, PA
(410) 692-9291
scott.english@us.army.mil

Blast from the Past

2011 AMCA BLUEGRASS ROADRUN Lexington, KY, July 19th -22nd
When Billy and I first noticed in the AMCA magazine that the Bluegrass Chapter was planning their first
national roadrun, we became interested in participating. Over our years in AMCA, we have participated in
many roadruns hosted by our own Confederate Chapter as well as others from NC to the Black Hills of SD
and even to the top of Pike's Peak on a 1958 Ariel Sq4 . Our last roadrun was back in 2007, the "Big
Bend RR" in south Texas. So, as you can imagine, we were more than ready to attend the one in KY.
We decided to take our 1975 Norton Commando "Nellie", which we purchased new in
Cherry Hill, NJ and is now eligible. It has never
been restored but has been maintained over the
years and still wears the original paint. So, after
a bit of tinkering and a new tire, we decided she
was ready for a roadrun. "Nellie" and our 1958
AJS (as a backup) were loaded into the trailer
and we headed for Lexington, KY, arriving the
day prior to the start.
On Tuesday morning, July 19th, the trailers and
bikes started to arrive. Since the roadrun followed the annual Wauseon Meet, many riders
were coming directly from that meet. We met
Steve Gorrell from Albuquerque, NM who was
riding a HD w/sidecar which was occupied by his
dog, "Deacon". Some riders rode their bikes to the meet; we saw Rocky Halter and Stan Miller as they
rode in. Jerry Powell rode his BMW sidecar rig from Hermitage, TN.
Tuesday evening, there was a welcoming BBQ at Ft. Boonesborough State Park about 8 miles from the
motel. The road to the park was narrow but very scenic. The horse farms
along the way had rustic stacked stone
walls as fencing along the road side of
their property. The lower part of the
walls were horizontally stacked rocks
and they were topped with thin upright
slanted rock that looked like slate.
Great craftsmanship! We were told
that many of the old walls dated back
to the early 1800s.
At Ft. Boonesborough Park, we enjoyed
a great meal that included BBQ, baked
beans, corn-on-the-cob, potato salad
and delicious ice tea. As an extra
treat, a band played and sang real
"Bluegrass Music". What a treat!

On Wednesday, July 20th, we began the "Appalachian Mountain" day's ride of 199 miles to the Natural
Bridge State Resort Park. We headed east of Lexington in comfortable weather on scenic curving country roads. Rain had been predicted earlier but none came.
Just a few short miles from the Natural Bridge Park, we came upon a detour sign and barrier across the
road. The Ranger informed us that our road was blocked by a rock slide that had occurred after torrential
rains. We turned around and followed the detour signs for about 20 miles to finally get into the park. We
lunched at the Park Lodge with two new friends, Bill Geller (1946 HD Knucklehead) of Shippensburg, PA
and Carl Nygren (1951 Indian) of Crete, IL , that we had met along the way. We rode more than 200
miles that day; but, with the great weather, beautiful scenery, no bike trouble and no RAIN, we thought it
had been a wonderful day, but we were tired.

On Thursday, July 21st, we began the "Bourbon Distillery" day's ride of 147 miles through scenic countryside. We crossed the Kentucky River on a small two-car paddlewheel ferry and traveled on to the Four
Roses Distillery for a guided tour and samples, of course. The Bluegrass chapter provided lunch at the
distillery's large pavilion where we enjoyed sandwiches, chips, cold water and ice tea, cookies and a cool
shade.
In the afternoon as the weather began to warm, we arrived at our next suggested stop in Burgin, KY at the
"Kickstand" motorcycle store. The owners graciously greeted all the riders with cold bottled water which
was gladly accepted. The 2nd days ride was a great one with no rain.
On Friday, July 22nd, we began the "Horse Farm" day's ride of 85 miles. We headed northeast of Lexington to the Claiborne Thoroughbred Farm in Paris, KY. Under huge 40+ year old sycamore trees, our guide
groom told us that the farm is still owned by descendents of the original owner. The farm is over 3,100
acres with about 40 barns. We heard all about their breeding room, saw two of their stud horses that get
stud fees of $50,000. At the end of the tour we visited the cemetery and saw the grave of Secretariat
and other notable horses.
Leaving the thoroughbred farm, we stopped in Millersburg, KY for lunch at a small antique store/cafe
where a private buffet lunch had been set up for us. On the ride back to the motel, we stopped to see an
old covered bridge still in use. I understand that a few of the riders did get into rain showers in the afternoon on the way back.

The Banquet was Friday night with Rev. Dan Crawley, a former H-D factory Racer from the forties and fifties, as the guest speaker. He did a witty presentation with a photo slide show covering interesting events
during his racing years. After his presentation, we enjoyed a good meal followed with the presentation of
awards. Each participant received a nicely framed picture of their bike and rider(s) which had been taken
at the Natural Bridge.
Saturday morning, we said our goodbyes and loaded the Norton into the trailer for the trip home. "Nellie"
had made her first AMCA roadrun with no problems and as always, we enjoyed riding my favorite bike.
Thumbs' up to the Bluegrass Chapter's first roadrun!!
By: Jeanie Tidwell
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